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	Up and Running with AutoCAD 2010, 9780123757197 (0123757193), Academic Press, 2009

	Gindis introduces AutoCAD with step-by-step instructions, stripping away complexities to begin working in AutoCAD immediately. All concepts are explained first in theory, and then shown in practice, helping the reader understand what it is they are doing and why before they do it.


	The book contains supporting graphics (screen shots) and a summary with a self-test section at the end of each chapter. Also included are drawing examples and exercises, and two running projects that the reader works on as they progresses through the chapters


	Explains the why and how of AutoCAD commands:  all concepts are explained first in theory and then covered in step-by-step detail


	Extensive use of screen shots, chapter summaries, and a self-test section at the end of each chapter


	Includes drawing examples and exercises, and two running projects that the reader works on as he/she progresses through the chapters


	Each chapter features a "Spotlight On..." section, highlighting the use of AutoCAD in various industries 


	Fully updated for AutoCAD 2010 release, including introduction of the ribbon menu structure in chapter 1


	Strips away complexities, both real and perceived, and reduces AutoCAD to easy-to-understand basic concepts; using the author's extensive multi-industry knowledge of what is widely used in practice, the material is presented by immediately immersing the reader in practical, critically essential knowledge

	
		Strips away complexities, both real and perceived and reduces AutoCAD to easy-to-understand basic concepts
	
		Explains the why and how of AutoCAD commands:  all concepts are explained first in theory, and only then is AutoCAD introduced and the actual button pushing discussed.
	
		All basic commands are documented step-by-step, meaning that what the reader needs to type in and how AutoCAD responds is all spelled out in discrete and clear steps with screen shots added as needed.
	
		Using the author's extensive multi-industry knowledge of what is important and widely used in practice the material is presented by immediately immersing the reader in practical, critically essential knowledge, with no padding of text or filler material.
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Game Programming All in OneCengage Learning, 2004

	Create your own high-caliber games with some of the same tools used by professional game developers! If you have a working knowledge of C or C++, then "Game Programming All in One, 2nd Edition" can get you started on your journey. It uses hands-on projects to explain each new subject and includes many sample programs to reinforce...


		

Balancing Agility and Discipline: A Guide for the PerplexedAddison Wesley, 2003
Agility and discipline: These apparently opposite attributes are, in fact, complementary values in software development. Plan-driven developers must also be agile; nimble developers must also be disciplined. The key to success is finding the right balance between the two, which will vary from project to project according to the circumstances and...

		

Ning For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Online social networks are part of modern life. Long gone are the days when MySpace, Facebook, and LinkedIn were a remote notion. Being a member of a social network has become an incredible way to connect (and reconnect) with other people who share your interests.

Until Ning was created, social networks offered members a space on the...




	

Concrete Design to EN 1992, Second EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2006


	This book conforms with the latest recommendations for the design of reinforced

	and prestressed concrete structures as described in Eurocode 2: Design of Concrete

	Structures – Part 1-1: General rules and rules for buildings. References to relevant

	clauses of the Code are given where appropriate.
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Compiling TechniquesElsevier Limited, 1969
The name compiler has been given to a computer program which will accept as data a program in a problem-oriented language, such as Algol or Fortran, and produce as output a computer-oriented code which, after possibly some further processing by an assembler or loader, will be capable of being obeyed by a computer and produce results equivalent to...

		

Trading the Fixed Income, Inflation and Credit Markets: A Relative Value GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Trading the Fixed Income, Inflation and Credit Markets is a comprehensive guide to the most popular strategies that are used in the wholesale financial markets, answering the question: what is the optimal way to express a view on expected market movements? This relatively unique approach to relative value highlights the pricing...
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